
a social commerce platform built especially for
women, non-binary folks, the lgbtqia+
community, & their fans.

@lips_zinelips.social

instagram + etsy + improved moderation 
+ mental health research
wefunder.com/lips
team@lips.social



  Inconsistent & discriminatory moderation
Harassment & trolls
Plagiarism 
Low self-esteem

Social media, as it exists today, is an unhealthy
place for women & the lgbtqia+ community.

It doesn't have to be this way...



 Improved UX 

Patent-pending, inclusive moderation system

Community guidelines written and enforced BY the
community

Built-in protections against harassment & plagiarism

Economic opportunity for underserved creators 

The Lips app is designed with
marginalized voices at its center.



Crowdfunding Campaign ($10,000 raised) 

Angel Investment From Fmr. Google Blockchain Engineer

Accepted into Headstream Accelerator (30K Grant)

15K Organic Followers on Instagram (13% Engagement)

Solidified Influencer & Brand Partnerships with 6M total reach

Machine Learning and Blockchain Patents Filed 

Prototype Completed 

Beta Launch, Viral Post (3K followers on IG and 900 signups in 5 days) 

Launched app on December 31st - 10,000+ users in first 30 days live (no paid marketing)   

Featured in Mashable, The Daily Beast, and international outlets such as French Slate
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Our Traction
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#lipslove



We are the leading voice on inclusive social tech. 



Why now?



Hannah aka @rattlsnake  is a 22 year-old body positive activist & professional artist whose
account was deleted at 15.3K followers. There are 350M+ like her looking for a more ethical
and trust-worthy platform.  

 



Just Some of Our Insta-Celebrity Partners 



Subscription (For Creator SaaS

Tools & Marketplace)

Advertisements

Algorithmic Model/Data Sales 

3 main sources of revenue:

Business Model



“The fact that our adverts are not approved means that the growth of
our women and nonbinary focused business is seriously hindered.”

Source: Salty Survey

http://approvednotapproved.com/


Our Brand Partners



73% of LGBTQ content online is flagged as
inappropriate.
About one in four 14- to 22-year-olds say they
“often” encounter body shaming (29%), racist (27%),
sexist (26%), or homophobic (23%) comments on
social media
Keywords in ads & articles currently banned from
social media platforms include "vaginal health,"
"lesbian," "bisexual," "gender." 

(Not So) Fun Facts

Source: CHEQ, Hopelab, Technavio 



The aggregated annual spending power of
the global LGBTQ+ community is $3
Trillion.

80% of LGBT population uses social media,
compared to 58% of the general public.

73% of LGBTQ content online is flagged as
inappropriate.

Gap in the Market [LGBTQ+]

Sources: LGBTQ Capital, The Hornet, CHEQ 



Raj Sanghvi, Lead Engineer
CEO at BitCot 

 



Development
40%

Marketing
24%

Operations
20%

UI/UX
16%

We are seeking a minimum of
$500,000 in pre-seed funding to
develop, launch and scale the Lips

mobile app.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/deborahweinswig/2016/05/13/art-market-cooling-but-online-sales-booming/#e711fdb6ec9a


Appendix 



Indirect/Direct Competitors
 

Tumblr - Etsy - Instagram - Pinterest - Twitter
 

Steemit [Raised $270M] - Sapien [Raised $11M]
 

Witchsy [Raised $2.5M] - Society6 [Raised $94M] - Artsy [Raised $50M]
 

DeviantArt [Acquired $36M] - MeWe [Raised $14.5M]



Competitive Analysis



Lips is disrupting how products are shared and sold
online, while encouraging authentic self-expression.  

Positioning Diagram

Unrestricted Posting

In-app MarketplaceNo In-App Marketplace

Restrictive Policies

DeiviantArt

Instagram ($100B)

Pinterest ($12.3B) Etsy ($1.8B)

Lips

Tumblr ($1.1B)





The Lips Blockchain
This feature will provide the option of immutable 
ownership of content - anonymous or signed. 

Easy way to protect visual & written content 
Artists who wish to stay anonymous for now for safety 
reasons, but may want to claim ownership later 
Sexual assault victims can upload content to the lips 
blockchain anonymously - they have immutable proof 
of the date, time and details of the assault and can name 
themselves as a survivor in the future

Use cases for this include, but are not limited to: 



Cryptography presents us with the opportunity
to have honest discussions on the Internet,
rather than carefully crafted/photoshopped
distortions of reality.

Lips users will have the option to share content
& purchase art/health products/event tickets
and more without revealing their identity

Anonymous artists will be able to sell their
works on our marketplace while maintaining full
IP ownership and be paid through
cryptocurrency

Lips will be a catalyst for the mass adoption of
blockchain technology by younger generations 



"An app like Lips right now is a very necessary media platform for women and
those who identify as women because it brings visibility to stories and images
that otherwise would not be represented in the mainstream media/art world. 

"Lips allows for women and those who identify as women to represent
themselves and identify with one another, which is extremely important right
now especially because of the political conversations surrounding women in

society."

- Ashley Dequilla, Filipina American artist and graduate of the 
Maryland Institute College of Art



“They stated ‘I violated community guidelines.’ When I
inquired how, I was met with silence. I believe I was unfairly
targeted by fatphobic bigots who reported my profile and IG
did nothing to stop it, instead choosing to delete my account,
the person who was harassed. My new account is now being
unfairly targeted, including shadowbanning a photo of me in

a one-piece bathing suit.”
Source: Salty Survey



B2B Market [Brands, Artists & Influencers]

Social media ad spend in 2019 is
expected to be nearly $93B

Social media ad spend to grow an
additional 73% in the next five years

79% of small business owners prefer
selling through Social Media***

55% 
of people report purchasing

products online after discovering
them on social media*

*Statista
**Hootsuite

***PayPal

For Millenials and Gen-
Zers, social media is the

most “relevant”
advertising channel**



Biased Censorship of Advertisers

Source: Salty Survey

"Unbound is consistently banned from advertising on Facebook and
Instagram and it’s debilitating to our business. It’s also infuriating, because we
see endless ads on the same platforms for erectile dysfunction medication,
penis pumps, and 'manscapping' razors. Why are penises normal but the
female and non-binary body considered a threat?”

“We sell breast pumps and are unable to advertise on Facebook.”









Users retain 100% IP
Signed or anonymous posting
Share (almost) anything via
mobile or desktop 
No trolls 
Share and record art and
perspectives
Promote and sell to a supportive
community  

Lips Platform
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On existing platforms, the
process from promotion to
sale is cubersome, and the
risk of deletion adds
uncertainity 

On Lips, artists and brands
will be able to promote & sell
products without fear of
deletion or plagiarism

Users will be able to purchase
products directly from the
Lips feed 



Lips is transforming the future of the
$30 billion dollar social commerce
market by: 

1) creating an application for women and
the LGBTQ community to post and sell
their content online, 

2) without unhealthy aspects of Internet
culture such as harassment, censorship
and plagiarism.


